The helical character of the S6 segment of TRPV1 channels.
The era of molecular structure of ion channels has revealed that their transmembrane segments are alpha helices, as was suspected from hydropathy analysis and experimental data. TRP channels are recent additions to the known families of ion channels, and little structural data is available. In a recent work, we explored the conformational changes occurring at the putative S6 segment of TRPV1 channels; and we observed a periodicity of chemical modification of residues suggestive of an alpha helical structure. Further analysis of the periodicity of the disposition of hydrophobic residues in the S6 segment, suggests that the general architecture of the TRPV1 S6 segment, is very similar to that of voltage-dependent channels of known structure--an aqueous cavity lined by an amphipathic alpha helix, with most of the hydrophobic residues pointing into it.